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XD Design protective masks set
High quality masks and certified filters for continuous and everyday use

Color: Grey

Color: Black

Color: Blue

P265.871

P265.872

P265.875

XD Design protective masks set - 1 reusable & washable face mask, 5 reusable & cleanable filters and a foldable pouch to store
your mask and the backup filters hygienically.

Filter

Foldable pouch

XD Design Masks are designed for
extra comfort

3-dimensional chin structure,
a nose bridge that endures for
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thousands of bends

Adjustable straps - Free the
pain on the ears
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Slim & Lightweight

1. OUTSIDE FABRIC - polyester knitted fabric treated with ViralOff®
2. 1ST FILTER LAYER - PP non-woven
3. 2ND FILTER LAYER - Hyproof® Nanofiber microporous membrane
4. 3RD FILTER LAYER - PP non-woven
5. INNER FABRIC - polyester knitted fabric

XD Design Protective Masks - Treated with ViralOff®

ViralOff® is a technology that stops viral activity through interaction with key proteins. It shows a 99%
reduction of many different viruses, on a treated material, within a 2 hours timespan. Shown by
ISO18184:2019, ATCC VR-1679 (H3N2) standard antiviral test.

The active ingredient present in ViralOff® is a reaction mass of titanium dioxide and silver chloride.

Due to ViralOff treatment the XD Design mask can be used during all day. It’s not necessary to wash the
mask on every use.
(However It is not recommended to wear the mask longer than 2-4 hours for each use).

The mask (with filter removed) is machine washable on 60 degrees and it can be washed depending on
the frequency of use .

The ViralOff® is a durable and always-on treatment. For best performance and sustainability, wash less
and only when needed.

Hyproof® Nanofiber filters

The Hyproof Nanofiber filter is a physical way to block the virus passing. Its advantage is that it has a long service life up to 200 hours.

Therefore, there is no time limit for continuously using it in a day, but when you take
the filter out from the mask you have to re-sterilize it because it has the possibility of
contamination.

The filter should be inserted from the
side opening of the mask.

The unique lab tested Hyproof®
Nanofiber filters have a high
filtering efficiency by 95%
towards bacteria & virus keeping you protected during all the
time you were with the mask.

Disinfect the filter by soaking in boiling water for 15 minutes or by spraying 75%
alcohol on the surfaces.
Each filter can be disinfected up to 10 times.
Replace with a new filter after a total 10 times disinfection to keep a constant filtering efficiency.

TOP 5 – Selling points

Set with Mask+ 5 filters + Mask pouch
High durability – Reusable & Washable
Masks treated with Viraloff® - hold 99% fewer
viruses in 2 hrs
Hyproof® filters – High Filtering efficiency by
95% towards bacteria & virus
Extra Comfort

